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Abstract: A vector � in a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space � is called 

disk-cyclic for bounded operator � if the orbit �α���: � � 0,α∈�; |∝| � 1�is dense 

in �. The useful tool used to discover codisk-cyclic operation is called the disk-cyclic 

Criterion. In this paper we will show that some equivalent conditions of the disk-

cyclic Criterion are obtain. 
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Let	� be a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space, an operator �∈���� is 

called hypercyclic if ����: � � 0� is norm dense in �. If the scalar multiple of the 

elements in the orbit is norm dense, then the orbit � is called supercyclic. Finally, if 

the disk (i.e. the unit disk) multiples of the element in the orbit is norm dense, then � 

is called disk-cyclic [1]. Clearly every hypercyclic operator is a disk-cyclic operator 

and every disk-cyclic operator is a supercyclic operator. It is well-known theorem  
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used to discover the hypercyclic operator is hypercyclic Criterion was first proved 

by Kitia [2]. The hypercyclic Criterion is the best known sufficient condition to 

ensure an operator is hypercyclic. 

In 1999, Salas [5] developed a Supercyclicity Criterion similar to the 

Hypercyclicity Criterion, that could be used to show an operator is Supercyclic. 

Montes-Rodrgues [4] gave some equivalent conditions of the supercyclicity 

Criterion. 

In last years, so many papers interested in studying equivalent conditions of 

hypercyclic. Leaon-Saavedra [3] gave equivalent conditions of  hypercyclic with a 

known theorem “ Three open set’s conditions” which asserts that “let �	be a 

bounded linear operator defined on a Hilbert space �. Suppose that for any two non-

empty open sets �, � and for any neighborhood of the origin	�, there exist a 

positive integer � such that ����� ∩�≠∅ and ����� ∩ �≠∅, then � is 

hybercyclic”. 

The disk-cyclic Criterion was first proved by Jamil [1] that provides sufficient 

conditions on bounded linear operators to have disk-cyclic vectors.  

 

 

1-Theorem (disk-Cyclic Criterion)[1]: 

 Let � be a bounded linear operator in	� such that: 

1- There are dense sets �, � in � and rights inverse to � (not necessary 

bounded) � such that ����	⊆	�and �� � � . 

2- There is a sequence ��!�in " such that 

(a) ‖��$�‖ → 0	for all � ∈ �. 

(b) ‖��$�‖‖��$�‖ → 0	for all � ∈ � , � ∈ �. 

Then � ∈ '(���. 
 The starting point in this section will be the following proposition which 

provides equivalent conditions for disk-cyclic Criterion. 

 

       2-  Proposition: 

Let �)����. Suppose that there exist a strictly increasing sequence of 

positive integers ��!� for which there are a dense subsets	�, � ⊂ �, and a 

mapping �: � → �such that ���� ⊂ �,	��$��$� → � for all � ∈ �, then the 

following statements are equivalent: 

1- There is a sequence +,�$- ⊂ � . �0�; /,�$/ � 1 suh that 

a1) 0,�$��$�0 → 0 for all	� ∈ �. 

b1) 1 2
34$

��$�1 → 0 for all	� ∈ �. 

2- a2) ‖��$�‖ → 0 for all � ∈ �. 

b2)‖��$�‖‖��$�‖ → 0 for all ∈ �, � ∈ �. 
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Proof:(1)⇒(2): Clear. 

(2)⇒(1):Let �∈!� be a sequence of positive numbers strictly decreasing to zero, 

and let	���� ⊂ �, ���� ⊂ � be two denumerable and  dense subsets in �. By (b2) we 

have ‖��$�5‖0��$�60<∈
2

k ; i=1,2,…,k, j=1,2,…,k,  

Now define 

,�$ � 2
7$max2;6;!0�

�$�60,---(1) 

Hence by (a2) for all k, 0��$�60 � )!, then max2;6;!0��$�60 � )!, thus/,�$/ �
1	from (1), 

2
34$

0��$�60→0 , as < → ∞	for all � ∈ �.  

Now by (b1) we get	,�$‖��$�5‖ � 2
7$max2;6;!‖�

�$�5‖0��$�60 >∈!, thus 

0,�$��$�50→0 < → ∞		for all y∈Y.       �  

 In [1] the following sufficient condition for disk-cyclic appears. 

 

3- Proposition (Three open set’s condition’s for disk-cyclicity)[1]: 

Let� ∈ ����, �, � be non-empty open sets in �, and let � be a neighborhood for 

zero in �. If there are � � 	0and α∈�; │α│ � 1, such that ��α� ∩�≠∅ and 

��α� ∩ �≠∅, then � is disk-cyclic. 

Now we turn our attention to equivalence between the three open set’s condition 

for disk-cyclicity and the disk-cyclic criterion which is our main result. 

First we recall that a subset A of a space � is a @A-set in � if it is the intersection 

of countable numbers of open sets in	�. 

 Let us denote by �! the ball with center at the origin and radius 1/<, and 

'(��� ≔ �� ∈ �: �	DE	F	GDE< . H�HIDH	JKHLMN	OMN	��. 
 

4-Lemma:  

Suppose that � satisfies the three open set’s condition for disk-cyclic. Then there 

exist a disk-cyclic vector z, sequence of complex numbers �∝!�;	 |∝!| 	� 1 for all k , 

and a sequence of natural numbers ��!� such that 

��$P!Q → 0	and	��$�P!�!� ∩ �Q R �!� S ∅. 

 

Proof: Let 

U ≔ �V∈�│��$P!V → 0	and��$�P!�!� ∩ �V R �!� S ∅ for some ��!� in " 

and�∝!� in �;|∝!| � 1�. 
It is enough to prove that U is dense Gδ-set, since '(��� is dense @A-set [1], so by 

Baire’s theorem U ∩'(���≠∅. Note that μ∈U if and only if there is 

sequence		��!�∈",	�∝!� ∈ �;	|∝!| 	� 1 such that ��$P!X → 0 and ��$�P!�!� ∩�X R �!� S ∅ if and only if for all <, there is �∈Y and α∈�; |∝| � 1, such that 
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µ∈�Z� [ 2
∝ �!\ ∩ �Q:	��$�∝ �!� ∩ �Q R �!� S ∅�	if and only if 

µ∈⋂ ⋃ _⋃ �Z� [ 2
∝ �!\ ∩ �Q�̀a2 :	��$�∝ �!� ∩ �Q R �!� S ∅�b∝∈�

|c|;2!̀a2 . 

Thus U � ⋂ ⋃ _⋃ �Z� [ 2
∝ �!\ ∩ �Q�̀a2 :	��$�∝ �!� ∩ �Q R �!� S ∅�b∝∈�

|c|;2!̀a2 . 

which is a Gδ-set. 

By Bair’s theorem; It is enough to prove that for all k, @! is dense where 

@!: � 	⋂ ⋃ _⋃ �Z� [ 2
∝ �!\ ∩ �Q�̀a2 :	��$�∝ �!� ∩ �Q R �!� S ∅�b∝∈�

|c|;2!̀a2 . 

Fixed, k choose any∈ d 0. Our task to show that the ball of radius ∈ d 0 about 

Q	contains a point of @!.We can suppose without loss of generality that		2∈ > 1/<. 

Let �:� ��Q,∈�, since	� satisfies three open set’s condition for codisk-cyclic; then 

there is � � 	0 and β∈�; │β│ � 1 such that 

���β�!� ∩ �≠∅	F�G	���β�� ∩	�!≠∅. 
Pick		�, �∈� such that	���β��∈�! and �∈���β�!�, thus	�∈�Z���1/β�	�!�. 

Since �∈���β�!�and �, �∈�, therefore ॥� . Q॥ > ∈ and ॥� . Q॥ > ∈, hence 

॥� . �॥ � 	1/<. Thus �∈� R �!, therefor ���β�!� ∩ �� R �!�≠∅. Therefore 

� ∈ @!.                                                                                                            �  

 

5-Theorem:   

Let � be a bounded linear operator, then � satisfies the disk-cyclic Criterion if and 

only if		� satisfies three open set’s conditions of disk-cyclic. 

 

Proof: ⇒) Let �, � be open sets, let � be a neighborhood of zero since � satisfies 

disk-cyclic Criterion, then by proposition (2) there are �, � dense sets in �, and there 

are sequences	��!� in " and �∝!� in �; |P!| � 1, such that 	0∝�$ ��$�0 → 0 for all 

�∈� and 1 2
∝4$

��$�1 → 0 for all �∈�. Since �, � are dense sets, thus � ∩ �≠∅	 and 

� ∩ �≠∅, hence 0∝�$ ��$�0 → 0 for all �∈� ∩ � and 1 2
∝4$

��$�1 → 0 for all 

�∈� ∩ �.  Therefore there is k such that ∝�$ ��$�∈W, but �∈�, thus ∝�$ ��$� ∩� S ∅.  By the same argument we get, there is  g in " such that�1/∝h��h�	∈	� 

for all �∈� ∩ �, thus � � �h�h�	∈�hαh�. But 	�	∈�, therefore �h ∝h � ∩
�≠∅. Take 

	N � gF��g, ��, we get ��i ∝�i � ∩� S ∅ and ��i ∝�i � ∩ �≠∅. 
⇐) Since � satisfies three open set’s condition for disk-cyclic, hence �is disk-

cyclic operator with disk-cyclic vector z. Therefore	���λQ�│λ│;2 is dense in	�. Hence 

choose	� � � � ���λQ�│λ│;2 . By lemma(4), there are ��!� in ";	�α!�	D�	�; 

|P!| � 1 for all k, such that ��$ ∝!	 Q → 0 and��$�∝! �!� ∩ �Q R �!� S ∅.  
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Therefore ∝! �! ∩ �Z�$(z+Bk)≠∅, hence for all k, choose	V!∈��,Q�|3|;2 such that 

V!∈α!�!∩�Z�$ 	�Q R �!�. Define �: ���λQ�|3|;2→���λQ�|3|;2as ��$��,Q �
��,V! ∈ ���λQ�|3|;2.Since 

2
∝$V! converges to zero, 

2
∝4$

��$� converge pointwise to 

zero on each element of ���λQ�│λ│;2	. On the other hand, since ��$α!Q → 0, we 

have that 0∝�$ ��$�0 → 0 for all �∈�. 

Finally, note that ��$��$λQ � λ��$∈λ�Q R �!� for any <, therefore 

��$��$λQ	converges to λQ as <	increasing to infinity. Since ��$V!∈�Q R �!� for all 

<, hence ��$��$���λQ� � ��λ���$V!� converges to ��λQ which yields the 

hypothesis of  the Codisk-cyclic criterion.                                                          �  
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